
 

Dear Donors  

I am writing in appreciation of your generous contribution to the scholarship trip to Colombia 
2015.  With your support I received the scholarship to the IWCA Convention in Colombia which 
has helped me to learn more about coffee all around the world as well as making connections 
with coffee buyers and producers.   
We had the benefit to not only attend the IWCA Convention but also Expo Especiales Colombia 
where I met several coops, Colombian buyers, Colombian producers, and baristas.  The event 
was a total success, as we had the opportunity to see other chapter members including El 
Salvador, Honduras, Costa Rica etc. It was an honor and had the opportunity to dress with the 
Guatemala traditional dress for the opening which I thought I was a great idea.   
I learned a lot from the conferences how coffee in Colombia is grown how they sell the coffee to 
the federation, the prices, sustainability and the advantages of having certifications. The history 
of coffee in India which is an incredible story how the coffee trend has grown in Asia and India.   
I had the opportunity to talk with a Colombian woman from a coop and she told us how they 
grew the coffee, picked the coffee and classified their coffee one bean at a time with her whole 
family.  For them during harvest, it is more a family business, they don’t hire personnel to pick 
up the coffee or classify it, they do it as a family and that’s why it adds an extra value for their 
hard work.  This was one of many stories which I had the opportunity to hear but mainly learn 
from.   
These events are very important for us women because we get to see different perspectives of 
different women around the world, share ideas of what we are doing and what they are doing, 
how can we differentiate and how we can be better and do our jobs better.  While in Colombia I 
learned how coffee is sold to the Government and then the Government is in charge of exporting 
it.  I also have the opportunity to try Castillo and taste the different notes and flavor, in 
Guatemala this varietal is not yet grown.  In Guatemala people are not educated well enough to 
drink good coffee, the majority of coffee is exported. In Colombia almost everyone knows how 
to drink and prepare good coffee. I think that one of the things we can start to implement in our 
association is to educate the consumer how to take good coffee and appreciate it.  Start doing 
more cupping classes, more barista classes.   
It was a total honor to be part of this convention and learn from the very best.   
Thank you,  
Camila Topke 
Vice President Women in Coffee Guatemala  


